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We report how cell rheology measurements can be performed by monitoring the deformation of a cell in a
microfluidic constriction, provided that friction and fluid leaks effects between the cell and the walls of the
microchannels are correctly taken into account. Indeed, the mismatch between the rounded shapes of cells and the
angular cross-section of standard microfluidic channels hampers efficient obstruction of the channel by an incoming
cell. Moreover, friction forces between a cell and channels walls have never been characterized. Both effects impede
a quantitative determination of forces experienced by cells in a constriction. Our study is based on a new microfluidic
device composed of two successive constrictions, combined with optical interference microscopy measurement to
characterize the contact zone between the cell and the walls of the channel. A cell squeezed in a first constriction
obstructs most of the channel cross-section, which strongly limits leaks around cells. The rheological properties of
the cell are subsequently probed during its entry in a second narrower constriction. The pressure force is determined
from the pressure drop across the device, the cell velocity and the width of the gutters formed between the cell and
the corners of the channel. The additional friction force, which has never been analyzed for moving and constrained
cells before, is found to involve both hydrodynamic lubrication and surface forces. This friction results in the
existence of a threshold for moving the cells and lead to a non-linear behavior at low velocity. The friction force can
nevertheless be assessed in the linear regime. Finally, an apparent viscosity of single cells can be estimated from a
numerical prediction of the viscous dissipation induced by a small step in the channel. A preliminary application of
our method yields an apparent loss modulus on the order of 100 Pa.s for leukocytes THP-1 cells, in agreement with
literature data.

Introduction
Cell mechanical properties play an important role in the transit of circulating cells in blood microvasculature and
are involved in various cardiovascular and immunological pathological disorders. However, in vivo investigation of
microscopic events occurring in the microvasculature is a difficult task, especially for deep organs. Non-invasive
imagery techniques (e.g. Magnetic resonance imaging, tomography, nuclear and positron imagery, fibroscopy
imagery) lack the spatial resolution necessary to analyze microscopic events, whereas optical microscopy requires
surgical windows to reach organs of interest1, restricting applications to humans. In this context, microfluidics has
emerged in the last decade as a powerful tool to mimic blood microcirculation and probe the behavior of circulating
cells in microenvironments 2-24. Indeed microfluidic systems circumvent the lack of appropriate living models and
provide simplified testing procedures of pharmacological therapeutic treatments9,21,25-30. However, if devices for
qualitative probing of cells passage in a microfluidic constriction have fast developed, these approaches remain to be
adapted into quantitative tests for circulating cell rheological parameters.
Physicists have developed various tools to measure the rheological properties of living cells. Micropipette
experiments yielded the first quantitative data on cell rheology with erythrocytes 31-33, and leukocytes 34-40. The
principle is to suck a single cell into a narrow glass capillary at a controlled pressure and to monitor simultaneously
the rate of deformation. More sophisticated techniques allowing direct measurement of forces during cell
deformation have later been developed. These techniques are based on the mechanical micromanipulation of cells and
involve different equipments, such as atomic force microscopes, microplates, or optical and magnetic traps 41. They
correspond to microscopic versions of standard rheometers and allow stress relaxation, creep recovery or frequency
sweep experiments. Different groups have used these setups to establish the existence of a universal viscoelastic
behavior of living cells, which is characterized by dynamic moduli that follow a power law dependence with the
excitation frequency. The main asset of these recent techniques is their accuracy. However, they have a low
throughput and are difficult to implement into a microfluidic device to analyze non-adherent circulating cells.
Conversely, the principle of micropipette experiments is well adapted to microfluidics technologies. The kinetics of
cell shape deformation during entry into a microfluidic constriction has for instance already been used to infer
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qualitative information on cell compliance properties of leukocytes5,6,9,22,23, erythrocytes10,28,42,43, or cancer cells3, 44.
However, performing a quantitative measurement of cell rheology with a microfluidic constriction is still
challenging.
Microfluidic research is largely dominated by devices fabricated via soft lithography in Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) due to fabrication simplicity, cost-efficiency, low cytotoxicity, and permeability to oxygen and carbon
dioxide. Nevertheless, performing cell deformation measurements similar to the micropipette technique with standard
PDMS microchannels of rectangular cross section presents some difficulties. Indeed, the rounded shape of the cells
cannot accommodate the sharp corners of the channels, contrary to the case of pipettes of circular cross-section. The
driving liquid may then leak along the edges of the channel. Whereas in micropipette experiments the force acting on
the cell is simply given by the pressure drop across the cell times the tube cross-section, the shear force acting on the
cell is more difficult to estimate with a microfluidic constriction due to this additive flow. Although PDMS circular
microchannels have been fabricated with the aim of imitating actual blood vessels 45,46, the fabrication process is not
adapted for controlling precisely the shape of complex circuitries. Moreover, developing systems involving
rectangular channels presents specific advantages. Indeed, flat channel walls are well adapted to observe cell-surface
interactions by optical microscopy during cell transit in a capillary. Efforts in modeling have been undertaken for the
entry of a cell in a simple constriction 47,48, but they omit leakage and friction effects. A microfluidic micropipette
method was recently described to measure the cell cortical tension, but not the viscous properties, or loss modulus, of
cells 49. Spatz et al.50 have for instance proposed a system with a cantilever-based polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) force
sensor incorporated into a flow cell chip. This device has the advantage to provide a direct measurement of the
compression force that the cantilever exerts on the cell. Herein, we present a new solution to perform micropipettelike experiments with rectangular PDMS micro-channels. To circumvent the difficulty related to the leakage flow, we
consider a pair of successive constrictions of increasing confinement. Single cells are navigated in the microfluidic
circuitry without deformation and introduced in a first constriction channel designed to be geometrically clogged by
the deformed cell. The following constriction of narrower gauge is subsequently used to perform the quantitative
force vs. deformation experiment. Measurements of the steady-state velocity of cells flowing in a straight channel
allowed us to show, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, that cell friction with walls is non linear with
velocity and can have a significant effect in the entry of cells in constrictions. Interferometry imaging of the cell/wall
interface can be used to calculate the local pressure drop pushing the cell in presence of corner leaks. We finally
show how our method permits in-line determination of the apparent loss modulus of circulating cells once friction
and leakage flow effects have been taken into account. The method is suitable for cells with a wide range of
deformability, which makes it a versatile tool to investigate cells in the context of pathologies6,51.

Material and methods
Microfabrication. Microfluidic devices were fabricated using standard soft lithography routines52. A positive mould
was created with SU-8 2010 negative resin (Microchem, Newton, MA, USA) spin-coated on silicon wafers (Siltronix,
Archamps, France) and insulated/aligned with a photolithography device (Süss Microtec, Munich, Germany). Replicas
of the moulds were prepared in polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit, Dow Corning,
Midland, USA). Ports to plug inlet and outlet reservoirs were punched with a 1 mm outer diameter needle and the
devices were finalized by sealing the PDMS piece on a 170 µ m thick glass coverslip via O2-plasma activation
(Harricks plasma) of both surfaces. All channels were incubated with a 1% Pluronic F108 solution (BASF, Mount
Olive NJ, USA) for 2 h to deter cell adhesion.
Cell preparation. We used the Human monocytic THP-1 cell line (TIB-202™, ATCC)53 maintained as previously
described54.
Microscopy setup. Force vs. deformation measurements were carried at 37°C with a Zeiss axiovert 200 inverted
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss Plan-Neofluar 100X/1.30 Oil Ph3 objective, and a
camera BURLE (model TC65) for fluorescence and phase contrast video-microscopy at 24 frames/s. For reflection
interference contrast microscopy (RICM), we used adjustable field and aperture stops, a crossed-polarisers Cube, an
Antiflex EC Plan-Neofluar 63X/1.25 Oil Ph3 objective, a high-speed camera Fastcam SA4 (Photron, CA, US) and an
X-cite 120Q lamp (Exfo, Mississauga, Canada) coupled to a narrow bandpass filter (1 = 546nm ± 12nm). RICM
measurements were performed with an illumination numerical aperture 1.25. We used µManager55 to pilot the set-up,
and MATLAB to process images56.
Reflection interference contrast microscopy modeling. Details on the model can be found in previous publication57.
We consider two reflecting surfaces, the glass/solution and the solution/cell interfaces and calculate the reflected
intensity as a function of the thickness of the film of water separating the cell from the glass substrate using
refractive indices of n 0 = 1.525 for the glass substrate, n 1 = 1.334 for water, n = 1.45 for PDMS and an effective
value of 1.36 for the cell. Theoretical and experimental reflected intensities are normalized by the
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intensities I glass−water and I glass− PDMS reflected at the glass/water and glass/PDMS interfaces:

I Ni =

Eq. 1

i
I i − I glass
− PDMS
i
I i − I glass
− water

where the subscript index N stands for normalized, and the superscript index i=t,e stands respectively for theoretical
t
e
or experimental. The theoretical curve I N = f ( h ) allows us to convert the experimental intensities I N into a local
thickness h of the interstitial film between the cell and the glass substrate.

Experimental Device
Device rationale of the double constriction device. Since a cell inserted in a narrow rectangular channel cannot
perfectly match the angular shape of the corners, the surrounding fluid may leak along the edges upon a pressure
gradient (Figure 1-a-i). The force acting on the cell thus results from a combination of pressure gradient and shear
stress, which is difficult to model precisely. In our device, the cell is pushed in a first narrow channel, C1, designed
in such a way that the deformed cell plugs the channel (Figure 1-a-ii). Considering that C1 has a width W smaller
than the cell diameter, its height H1 should be chosen so that the deformed cell touches all sides of channel C1.
Considering volume conservation, a spherical cell of initial diameter Di squeezed in a slit of width W is roughly
deformed into a “puck” of thickness W and diameter Dpu:
Eq. 2

Dpu =

2 Di3
3W

C11 should therefore be designed with a height H1 smaller than Dpu in order to limit leakage around the puck. The
force acting on a cell in C1 is thus dominated by pressure drop and can be determined as described in the following
section. After the first constriction C1, a narrower channel C21with the same width W but a smaller height H2 is used
to perform the quantitative force vs. deformation measurement during the displacement of the cell from C1 to C2
(Figure 1-a-iii and iv). Other advantages of this double constriction design are to provide a cell deformation that is 2
dimensional and localized (with a small difference between H 1 and H2), which significantly simplifies the estimate of
the rheological properties of the cell.
Setup used for single cell experiment. The circuit to select, to isolate and to manipulate single cells (Figure 1-b),
has already been described by Gabriele et al. 58. The microfluidic chip has two inputs: E1 is connected to a reservoir of
pure cell culture medium R1, E2 is connected to a reservoir R2 containing the suspension of cells to analyze. An output
EO is finally connected to a reservoir RO. The fluids injected in entries E1 and E2 converge at junction JC into a single
channel up to junction Ji, where the flow is split between the analysis circuit, AC (red dashed box in Figure 1-b), and a
bypass (black dashed box in Figure 1-b). The junction Ji is an important element of the device. Indeed, it is
characterized by a highly anisotropic flow division in favor of the bypass route, which fulfils four functions: passive
filtering of submicron particles from the AC, selection of single cells to introduce in the AC, finer precision control in
the AC through a pressure division, maintenance of a constant pressure drop ∆PAC across the AC with or without any
cell in AC.
The device is built by superposing two layers of resins of thickness 8.5 µ m on the whole design, except on C2 which
is only coated with one layer of 8.5 µ m. THP-1 cells of mean diameter 14 µ m move freely with the flow in the whole
device except in the constrictions, since the height of the ceiling is HD = 17 µ m and the width of the channels is larger
than 20 µm. This design insures that cells are not damaged or perturbed by interactions with channel walls before they
enter the double constriction section. To manipulate cells, the macroscopic pressure drop across the device, ∆Pext, is
changed by a simple actuation of the height of reservoirs R1 relatively to R2 and RO on a centimeter range, which
allows us to reach a precision of a few Pascals for the local pressure driving the cells. Cell selection and isolation are
performed at junction Ji, and the force-deformation measurement is performed upon cell passage from constrictions
C1 to C2.
The double constriction. To avoid excessive stress on cells before the force-deformation measurement, it is
important to introduce the cells inside C1 as gently as possible. The geometry of the entrance is known to influence
the entry time of the cell 59, a larger radius of curvature Rcu facilitating the penetration of the cells. The entrance
channel toward C1 is therefore designed with a large curvature Rcu of 150 µ m (Figure 1-c). The typical diameter of
the cells is Di = 14 µ m, which leads to a puck diameter Dpu = 17.5 µ m for channels of width W = 6 µ m. In practice,
the superposition of two resin layers on patterns of small area results into a cumulated thickness smaller than
expected. The height of C11is thus of 11 µ m instead of twice 8.5 µ m (Figure 1-d)2 At the end of the process, C1 and
C2 have the same width W = 6 µ m, and heights of respectively H1 = 11 µ m and H2 = 8.5 µ m. The small height
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difference between C11 and C2 is important in the following since it allows to assume small and localized
deformations in the modeling of the force-deformation process.

Results and discussion
Cell entry in a rectangular constriction with reduced leakages around the cell. Figure 2 presents a sequence of
micrographs of a THP-1 cell of diameter 17 µ m entering successively C11 and C2 at a constant external applied
pressure of ∆Pext = 400 Pa, which corresponds to a pressure drop across the constriction of 160 Pa. Due to the large
radius of curvature of the connection, the penetration of cells in C1 is significantly facilitated as compared to entries in
constrictions with sharp funnel-shaped connections5,51. In order to visualize possible leaks around a cell in C1, we
added in the fluid fluorescent nanoparticles of diameter 200 nm. We compare in Figure 3 the flow conditions in a
“single constriction” device with funneled entry, which has been used in previous works5,10,51, and in the new “double
constriction” device. A force vs. deformation experiment begins when the cell has reached the constriction entrance
after the converging neck of the funnel in the case of a “single constriction” device, and the entrance of C2 for the
double constriction device. At this point, the flow around the cell is still important in the “single constriction” device,
whereas it apparently vanishes in the “double constriction” device. The path followed by fluorescent particles while
the image is captured is indeed much shorter in the second situation. This observation validates the double constriction
design approach to limit leakage in channel corners.
In terms of orders of magnitude, a typical pressure drop measured across the constriction is ∆PAC =160 Pa (∆Pext
=400 Pa), which leads to a force on the order of 10-8 N for a cell of 6x11 µ m2 cross section that would perfectly clog
the channel. The fluid velocity V leading to the same pressure in the case of a free channel would be on the order of
500 µ m/s. The corresponding Stokes forces acting on the cell (3πηDiV) would thus be of order 10 -10 N. This estimate
explains why, with a single constriction device, stiff cells remain blocked for a long time at the entrance and then
suddenly enter with a large speed. This sharp transition can be explained by the non-linear increase of the force acting
on the cell upon cell deformation. Indeed, the driving force starts from an extremely low value when weak deformation
of the cell leads to important leaks of the carrier fluid. However this force increases by two orders of magnitude when
the cell is deformed and plugs the channel. From our experience, a single constriction device is not appropriate to
perform reproducible and quantitative measurements with stiff cells. Conversely, the double constriction device allows
an accurate comparison of cell properties in a wide range of stiffness, which has already allowed us to investigate
pathologies involving the plugging of lung microvasculature by stiffened leukocytes60. In the present work, we
demonstrate how this device can also be used to infer quantitative rheological analysis on single cells.
Quantitative force vs. deformation experiment. The quantitative measurement of the force acting on a cell entering
C2 requires the absolute control of the local pressure in the device. Flow and pressure through the device can be
deduced from a lumped element modeling of the microfluidic circuit applying Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s laws, as
classically done with electrical circuits. Each channel resistance is calculated using the solution of Stokes’ law in a
rectangular channel which dimensions are measured through optical profilometry. The details of the derivation for
our circuitry are reported by Gabriele et al. 58. On Figure 4-a, we compare the predicted maximum fluid velocities
Vmax in two positions of the channels with experimental data obtained from tracking the displacement of fluorescent
nanoparticles. The good agreement (within 8%) between these data (without fitting parameter) validates our
modeling of the local pressure drops in the circuit.
Concerning cell deformation, we first verified that the volume of the cell is constant as the cell penetrates into
the constriction. For instance, the cell in Figure 2 has initially a spherical shape of diameter Di = 14±0.5 µ m and is
transformed into a block of length L1 = 18 µ m, height H1 = 11 µ m and width W = 6 µ m in C1, and L 2 = 22 µ m and H2
= 8.5 µ m in C2. The volume remains therefore within 1400±150 µ m3. The characterization of the deformation of a cell
penetrating in C2 is based on the measurement of the extension of the cell in C2, L, as a function of time (Figure 4-b).
The curves L(t) present three stages. In the transient first and third stages, the fast increase of L corresponds to the
respective entry of the leading and receding edges of the cell in the section C2. The intermediate regime corresponds to
the penetration of the main body of the cell. In this stage, L(t) is linear, which allows us to define the corresponding
steady velocity, VL. The steadiness of VL for a given cell indicates that the dissipation induced by the deformation of
the cell is constant. VL is therefore a qualitative indicator of a cell rheological dissipation modulus and appears roughly
proportional to the external applied pressure (Figure 4-c). At a given pressure, the data obtained for a population of
cells present a distribution that can be nicely fitted by a log-normal function (Figure 4-d). A log-normal distribution
is consistent with literature data for other living cells, obtained with other rheometric techniques41.
This distribution provides a qualitative characterization of the deformability of a cell population. A careful analysis
is nevertheless required to extract more quantitative insights. Indeed, the absolute force acting on a cell entering into
C2 results not only from the pressure drop across the cell but also from the hydrodynamic friction with walls. Several
parameters should thus be considered before estimating this force: 1- the pressure drop changes upstream and
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downstream of the cell as a function of the velocity VL, 2- the pressure drop dependency with residual flow along the
corners of the channel, and 3- the thickness of the lubrication films squeezed between the cell and the channel walls.
All the above issues involve complex and intricate hydrodynamic phenomena that will be presented successively in
the following paragraphs.
Cell-channel interface: lubrication film and “gutters” in channel corners. The thin glass wall on the microfluidic
chip allows Reflexion Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM) to be implemented to the experimental setup. RICM
observations of cells traveling in constriction C2 can be used to determine the topography of the cell membrane in the
“contact zone” corresponding to the lower channel (Figure 5-a). The darkest regions on the upper and lower part of the
pictures correspond to the glass/PDMS interface, whereas the bright stripe in between corresponds to the glass/water
interface inside the channel. The “contact zone” between the cell and the glass surface appears as a dark region in the
channel. The grey levels correspond to different distances between the cell and the substrate, darker zones
corresponding to thinner lubrication films.
Contact zones present different patterns from one cell to the other. On Figure 5-a-i, the contact zone is homogeneous,
indicating that the cell membrane is flat in the vicinity of the walls. The distance from the cell to the surface is on the
order of 20 nm in this particular example but typically ranges from 20 to 80 nm for different cells at different applied
pressures. The bright ring around the contact zone indicates a larger distance, which corresponds to the concavity of
the edge of the cell. On Movie 2 in ESI, the contour of the contact zone has a higher radius of curvature at the front of
the cell than at the rear, which is reminiscent of the shape of floppy vesicles forced into constrictions61. Interestingly,
the contact zone may occupy the whole apparent channel width, at least within the resolution of the pictures (1 pixel
corresponds to 0.18 µ m), which confirms that cells can plug efficiently the cross–section of the channels. However,
efficient plugging is not systematic and Figure 5-a-ii presents an example with a gutter between the side of the contact
zone and the channel corner. Gutters have a maximum width G on the order of 1.5 µ m and are more frequent with
smaller cells. Finally, Figure 5-a-iii presents an example of a contact zone with an irregular topography. This
phenomenon concerns about half of cells and is not correlated with any obvious external aspect of the cells. It may
arise from inner mechanical inhomogeneities leading to inhomogeneous pressures on walls. A deep understanding of
the shape of the gutters and of the contact zone properties as a function of the cells characteristics would deserve much
further investigations but is beyond the scope of this paper. In the following, we take advantage of the geometrical
characterization of gutters and contact zones to model and analyze the hydrodynamic behavior of cells entering
constrictions.
Effect of cell size on the passage through the constriction. Since our method relies on the deformation of
polydisperse cells moving through a constriction of fixed geometry, it is important to investigate the influence of the
size of the cells in our measurements. We first consider the velocity of the cell in C2, after the complete entry of the
cell in C2. We report in Figure 5-b the cell velocity 500 µ m downstream of C2 entrance, VC2, normalized by the mean
fluid velocity in C2 at the same applied pressure but in the absence of the cell, VMF. The ratio VC2/VMF is found to
depend strongly on the size of the cell: it is larger than 1 for the smallest cells, decreases with the cell size and
reaches a plateau order of 0.3 for cells of diameters larger than 15 µ m. The fact that small cells travel faster than the
average fluid velocity in the absence of cells, can be explained by the position of cells in the centre of the channel
where the flow is faster than in the vicinity of the walls. Conversely, large cells tend to clog more efficiently the
constriction, like a “piston”. Since the ratio VC2/VMF is significantly smaller than 1, we can deduce that “piston”-cells
are slowed down by friction against the walls 62. Additional insights on friction can finally be extracted from RICM
images, which shows that the mean cell-to-wall distance h in the contact zone depends strongly on cell size for cells
traveling in C2 (Figure 5-c). The distance h is found smaller for larger cells, indicating a higher pressure against the
wall. These observations show the importance to select cells of comparable size to investigate the dependence of
friction with the cells velocity. Indeed, data with cells of diameters limited to the range 13-15 µ m (Figure 5-d) show
that h is hardly dependent on velocity. This result is further discussed in the friction force section.
Pressure force in presence of gutters. In our setup, fluid flows are precisely controlled through the pressure drop
across the device, ∆Pext, imposed externally with columns of fluid. However, the relevant parameter to derive the cell
force vs. deformation data is the local pressure drop across the cell, ∆P cell. Indeed, the resulting pressure force,
Fpressure, acting on a cell moving along a constriction is given by:
Eq. 3

Fpressure = ∆Pcell Scell

where S cell is the cross section of the cell in the constriction. Let us estimate ∆Pcell from ∆Pext. The pressure drop
across the analysis circuit, ∆Pac, is not significantly affected by the presence of a cell in the analysis circuit, as a
result of the large asymmetry of flow rate at the Ji junction 58. ∆Pac is therefore stable and proportional to ∆Pext. We
now consider the pressure drop in the analysis circuit in presence of a cell. As sketched in Figure 6-a, ∆Pac can be
decomposed into the pressure across the cell ∆Pcell, and the pressure drops upstream and downstream of the cell:
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Eq. 4 :

∆Pcell = ∆Pac − (Rup + Rdown )Q

where Rup and Rdown are the hydrodynamic resistances of the analysis circuit upstream and downstream of the cell and
can be directly derived from the geometry of the channels. The only unknown parameter in Eq. 4 is the flow rate Q,
which is not directly measured but can be inferred from the velocity and the shape of the cell in the constriction. In
the absence of leaks through the gutters, the cell indeed acts as a tight piston and Q is equal to the cell velocity, V cell,
times cell cross-section S cell. The local pressure acting on cells in absence of gutters, ∆Ppiston, can been expressed as:
Eq. 5

∆Ppiston = ∆Pac − VcellWH ( Rup + Rdown )

where W and H are the width and height of the channel. Due to the possible leakage of the fluid along the gutters, Q is
actually the resultant of two contributions, the flow rate due to the piston-cell, Vcell S cell, and the sum of the flow rates
in each gutter, Qgutter. The cross-section of gutters in each corner is delimited by the channel walls and by the surface
of the cell, which is approximately an arc of circle (Figure 6-b), with a radius of curvature G. We solve numerically
Stokes equation in this geometry with no slip boundary conditions on the walls (due to the high contrast of viscosity
with the solution, the cell is considered as a rigid wall) within the limit where the velocity of the cell is negligible in
comparison with the average velocity in the gutter. We obtain the hydrodynamic resistance of gutters, Rgutter:
Eq. 6

R gutter =

1 η L gutter
0 .254 G 4

where the length of the gutters L gutter, and the radius of curvature, G, are experimentally determined from RICM
pictures, G being equal to the width of the non-contact zone in corners (Figure 6-b). The global flow rate Q can thus be
expressed as (still within the limit of a slow cell):
Eq. 7

(

)

Q = Vcell S cell + 4 Q gutter = Vcell WH − G 2 (4 − π ) + 4

∆ Pcell
R gutter

Combining Eq. 4 and Eq. 7 finally allows us to express the local pressure drop across a cell moving in a constriction
with flow leakage in gutters, to ∆Pcell, as:
Eq.8

∆Pcell =

Rgutter

(

Rgutter + 4 Rup + Rdown

) [∆P − (R
ac

up

)(

) ]

+ Rdown WH − G 2 (4 − π ) Vcell

where all parameters are experimentally available. The influence of gutters on the local pressure across a cell, appears
clearly in Figure 6-d where ∆Pcell and ∆Ppiston (normalized by ∆PAC) are reported for cells of different diameters and for
∆PAC ranging from 100 to 1000 Pa. Eq.8 corrects efficiently the irrelevant negative pressure drops obtained for the
smallest cells with Eq. 5. However the correction becomes negligible for cells larger than 14 µ m. With the present
device, gutter effects on the pressure force Fpressure can therefore be neglected for cells of diameter larger than 14 µ m.
Note that the latter result is not trivial at the light of the literature on deformable objects (bubbles, drops) traveling in
channels of rectangular cross-section63,64,65,66,67,68,69. Wong et al.67,68 have for instance shown how changing a channel
cross section from circular to polygonal modifies drastically the fluid flow in the presence of bubbles, because the
lubricating layer present in the gutters is orders of magnitude thicker than the thin layer observed in a cylindrical
channel62. In a cylindrical channel, a bubble is indeed more difficult to move because of the large drag exerted in the
homogeneous lubrication film. Conversely, in a rectangular channel, the liquid can flow along the leaky corners with a
speed of one order of magnitude larger than the speed of the bubble. However, these conclusions for bubbles do not
apply straightforwardly to cells, which adopt different conformations than bubbles and drops in a constriction. Indeed,
the shapes of both front and rear ends of a quasi-static drop or bubble in a square constriction of side 2R are
hemispherical shapes with a radius close to R. According to Laplace law, the curvature of the bubble/drop in channel
corners is therefore R/2 (with a minor correction70). Gutters for bubbles or drops are therefore much wider than gutters
observed with cells (Figure 6-c). Indeed, interfacial tension of bubbles/drops is in the range 10-70 mN/m, whereas the
cell cortical tension is typically 10 -2 mN/m71. This difference by three orders of magnitude can explain why surface
tension play a much lesser role in dictating the shape of cells as compared to drops and bubbles.
Friction force and lubrication film. For a highly viscous object like a cell, the main dissipation due to the cell motion
relative to the channel walls arises from shearing the lubricating film separating the moving object from the cell walls.
This assumption is valid as long as viscous dissipation in the film is lower than it would be in within the cell in the
absence of lubrication: 72

Eq. 9

η cell / H cell
>> 1
η film / H film
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With h cell = 5 µ m, hfilm = 10 nm, ηfilm = 10-3 Pa.s and ηcell = 100 Pa.s71, the ratio of Eq. 9 is equal to 200. In our case,
the friction force, Ffriction, can thus be written as:
Eq. 10

F friction =

ηVcell S c 6
h

H 3
24 1 + 2 1
W 2
5

where h is the average thickness, S c the area of the contact zone on the lower channel wall measured from RICM
pictures, and 2(1+ H2/W) is a multiplicative factor which accounts for the contact zone corresponding to the three
other interfaces. From a theoretical point of view, the thickness of the lubricating layer is expected to rely on a balance
between viscous dissipation and interfacial forces and to follow Bretherton’s law73,62:
Eq. 11

h ∝ H 2 Ca 2 / 3

which should be valid while surface forces remain negligible (typically for h > 100 nm). However, our experimental
results in Figure 5-c indicate a thickness on the order of 70 nm practically independent from the cell velocity. Eq. 11 is
therefore not valid in our case. The thickness of the lubricating layer may however be inferred from the balance
between Ffriction and Fpressure in a steady regime, using Eq. 3 and Eq. 10 with the data for the cell velocity in C2. This
approach yields a thickness for the lubrication film in a range 5-30 nm (Figure 6-e), which is significantly smaller than
the data measured by RICM. Nevertheless, the gap between the glass and the cell membrane is not only occupied by a
free flowing film layer but also by the polymer and glycocalyx layers coating the glass and cell surfaces74. Our optical
measurements may therefore overestimate the actual thickness of the lubricating film. However, both approaches agree
that the lubrication film is too thin to exclude the effect of surface forces and consider only a hydrodynamical
approach. A deeper characterization of the complex cell/wall friction mechanics is a difficult task and is beyond the
scope of this paper. For our present purpose, our analysis of the balance of Ffriction with Fpressure allows us to get the
magnitude of the friction force on a cell in a constriction versus its velocity, which can be used to interpret force–
deformation experiments.
Small deformation and steady state regime. We now focus to the phase where a cell enters at constant velocity in
the second constriction C2 (Figure 4, stage II). We would expect that the dissipation induced by the step is dominant
(Figure 7-b,c). Since the step is relatively small (2 µ m for a height on the order of 10 µ m and a cell length around 20
µ m), most of the dissipation should be localized and invariant during the whole transfer of the body of the cell from
constrictions 1 to 2. However, we find that the velocity of the cell during this stage, VL, is not negligible as compared
to the velocity of the cell travelling freely in the constriction 2, VC2. In other words, the friction force Ffriction cannot be
neglected when compared to the force exerted by the step Fstep. To the best of our knowledge, this additional friction
force has never been taken into account in previous works.
Note finally that the friction force should in principle be different in C2 and C1. Nevertheless since the crosssections of both constrictions are very close we neglect this slight difference in force. The linear regime observed in
stage II confirms this approximation.
Apparent cell loss modulus. We have shown that the cell deformation in double constrictions can be monitored with
a quantitative control of friction and fluid leaks between cell and channel walls. We describe how to extract
rheological properties of single cells. The only rheological data accessible in the literature have been performed with
the micropipette technique. Interestingly, this technique is very similar to the present double constriction method. In
most of these works, cells are considered as viscous liquid droplets surrounded by an elastic membrane38. The elastic
behavior influences mostly the threshold pressure to deform single cells through the constrictions, whereas for small
deformations, pressure dissipation within the cell cortex was deemed negligible 75, . We thus propose to model the cell
as a mostly viscous blob and to extract an apparent viscosity. This approach has the advantage to provide data that
are directly comparable to previous micropipette data. However, recent experiments suggest that a more appropriate
model should include visco-elasticity41. Nevertheless, the loss modulus (viscous dissipation) is found to be dominant
for frequency solicitations larger than 100 Hz. In our data, with VL > 200 µ m/s and step height of 2 µ m, the typical
frequency rate is larger than 100 Hz and cell can therefore reasonably be considered as mostly viscous.
To determine the viscous dissipation imposed by the step during the quasi-static transfer of cells from C1 to C2
(Figure 4, stage II), we have simulated with the finite element software FreeFem++ the flow of a viscous fluid filling
entirely the double constriction with boundary conditions of total slip at the channel walls. The selection of this
condition was motivated by the presence of a lubrication layer between the cell and the walls of the channel. The
contribution of the step in the global pressure drop has been finally fitted by the third order polynomial function:
Eq. 12

∆Pstep = ηu 2

6 ∆H
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A0.66 4
2
4H
H1 A
5 1
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1
5 1
2
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1 + 15.04
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1
5 1
2

3
1
1
2

3

9
7
7
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where u 2 is the velocity of the viscous fluid in C2 during its passage of the step and ∆H =H1-H2 is the step in height.
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This expression provides an estimate of the pressure with an accuracy of 2%. If friction is neglected, an apparent
viscosity of the cell, ηapparent, can be derived directly from Eq. 12 using ∆Pcell in place of ∆Pstep and VL in place of u 2.
However, since friction during the cell entry in C2 is not negligible, the applied pressure ∆Pcell is dissipated both in
the deformation induced by the step and in friction. We assume, as discussed further below, that the friction force is
proportional to the cell velocity. The contribution of the step on the pressure drop is then given by ∆P step=∆Pcell.(1VL/ VC2), where VC2 is the cell velocity after completed entry in C2. Figure 8-a reports the estimation of the apparent
viscosity for different cells at different applied pressures where ∆Pstep has been corrected. We observe a plateau
around ηapparent =100 Pa.s at large pressures, which is remarkably consistent with data from the literature for THP-1
cells 76 and other leukocytes38,39,71 The apparent viscosity ηapparent also tends to slightly increase with the applied
pressure (or the solicitation rate), which is consistent with recent characterization of cell rheological behaviorError!
Bookmark not defined.,77. These results validate our microfluidic method and our analysis to extract quantitative
information from the passage of a cell in a microfluidic constriction at high-applied pressures.
Non-linear friction vs. velocity. At low applied pressures, our analysis of ηapparent in Figure 8-b yields a diverging
cell viscosity, while the loss modulus of living cell is expected to decrease for lower rates of deformation. To
understand this non-physical behavior, we conducted precise measurements of the cell velocity VC2 versus pressure
for individual cells (Figure 8-b). In the regime of high pressure, we observe that VC2 increases linearly with pressure,
as assumed in our analysis of ηapparent in Figure 8-b. However, in the regime of low pressure the evolution of the
friction force is strongly non-linear: VC2 decreases more rapidly than the linear behavior observed at high pressures,
and we find a threshold in pressure before initiating a movement of the cell (between ∆Pext = 100 and 300 Pa from one
cell to another). Since our analysis is based on linear friction, our estimate of ηapparent can only be valid in the regime
of high pressures, ∆P ext > 800 Pa (Grey area in Figure 8). Altogether, our results confirm that friction can play a
significant role during the passage of the cell in constrictions, although this effect has been largely overlooked in the
literature. However, we have shown that friction effects in the linear regime of high cell velocities can be efficiently
taken into account to assess quantitatively the apparent loss modulus of individual cells from their deformation
during their passage in a constriction.
Final protocol to measure cell loss modulus with a double constriction. In this paper, the precise investigation of
friction and gutter effects has necessitated a series of measurements with multiple techniques including interference
microscopy. Finally, rheological measurements with the double constriction can however by assessed from a rather
simple protocol. Only two parameters shall be recorded by video-microscopy: the kinetics of the projection length in
C2, L(t), and the cell velocity in C2 after completed entry, VC2. The velocity of the extension of the cell VL is
extracted from the linear regime of L(t). The effective pressure drop across the cells, ∆Pcell., is determined from a
standard pressure drop calculation in a circuit of resistive channels, considering that cells behave as non-leaky
pistons. This latter assumption is valid for cells sufficiently deformed in C1, i.e. in our case for cells of diameter
larger than 14 µ m. Finally, Eq. 11 with u 2=VL and ∆Pstep =∆Pcell.(1-VL/ VC2) yields the apparent cell viscosity in the
plateau region at high pressure. This protocol has been optimized for THP-1 cells. To extend the method to other
cellular systems, appropriate adjustments may have to be developed. The geometry of the double constriction should
be adapted to the average size of the cells of interest. Moreover the experimental conditions where gutters are
negligible and friction is linear should be determined.

Conclusion
We have designed a novel double constriction device to measure in line the loss modulus of circulating cells in a
microfluidic chip, by monitoring the deformation kinetics of a cell when passing a small step. The squeezing of a cell
in a first constriction limits flow leaks along the angular edges of the channels and the deformation is measured in a
second constriction. Optical interferometry of the cell/wall interface and steady-state cell velocities in straight
channels have been used to estimate the effective pressure and friction forces acting on the cell during the passage of
the step by taking into account residual flow leaks through the corners of the channels. Since the thickness of
lubrication films is on the order of tens of nanometers, friction is not purely hydrodynamic but also involves surface
forces effects. Moreover, friction is not negligible as compared to pressure force and has to be accounted for in
rheological measurements. The dependence of friction with velocity is not linear for low velocities and we measure a
threshold in pressure to initiate the motion of the cell. In the linear friction regime at high velocity, the measurement
of the velocity of the cell exiting the step can be used to estimate friction during step passage. The loss modulus of
individual cells can finally been determined quantitatively. One advantage of this novel cell micro-rheometer relies
on the possible integration of multiple analysis devices for single-cells. For instance the surface of the flat channels
permits a precise investigation of cell-surface interactions in micro-channels using optical microscopy techniques for
surfaces investigations (SEEC, RICM, TIRF). The method is adapted to probe cells of high rigidity and can be useful
for the study of pathologies such as ARDS, cancer, sepsis, or pneumonia. We hope it will inspire future tools for
medical analysis.
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Figures

Figure 1: Device rationale and fabrication. (a) Sketch representing the passage of a cell in a double constriction device. i.
Spherical cell blocked at the entrance of a rectangular constriction. Red arrows illustrate flow leaks around the cell in the
channel corners. ii. The cell is squeezed in constriction C1. The deformed cell fills the cross-section of the channel and plugs
the passage of the fluid around the cell. iii. Cell deformation during the penetration into constriction C2, L is the projection
length of the cell in C221 iv. End of the stage of cell entrance in constriction C2. (b) Design of the microfluidic device
showing the inputs E1 and E2 for medium and cell suspensions and the output EO. The junction Ji divides the flow between
the analysis circuit (red dashed box), and a bypass (black dashed box). Ji is used to select and isolate cells of interest. The
dark circle localizes the portion of the device zoomed in (c). The scale bar corresponds to 500 µm. (c) Design of the double
constriction device, showing the entrance and exit zones (grey), the first constriction C1 of cross-section WxH1 = 6x11 µm
(green) and the second constriction C2 of cross-section WxH2 = 6x8.5 µm (red). The entrance channel leading to C1 has a
radius of curvature Rcu of 150 µm. All channels except C2 have a targeted height of 17 µm. The black disk has a diameter of
14 µm like the cells used in the experiments. The scale bar corresponds to 100 µm. (d) SEM micrograph of the resin mould
of double constriction zone (the scale bar corresponds to 20 µm).
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Figure 2: Cell force vs. deformation experiment in a double constriction. Series of micrographs showing THP-1 cells of
diameter Di = 17 µm (a) flowing freely with the flow in the entrance zone of C1, (b) squeezed during entry in C1, (c) stopped
in C1 at the entrance of C2, (d-e) transferring from C1 to C2, and (f) after complete entry in C2. The green and red bars in (a)
indicate the position along the axis of the transition between constrictions C1 and C2, the black arrow in (a) shows the
direction of the fluid flow in the whole experiment, and the yellow arrows point to the back and front edges of the cell. The
scale bar corresponds to 20 µm. [Enhanced Online]

1

1
Figure 3: Reduction of flow leaks around a deformed cell in a double constriction. Micrographs showing the fluid flow,
materialized by fluorescent nanoparticles, when a cell has just arrived at the entrance of (a) the constriction of a simple
constriction device5 of size 4x16 µm, and (b) the constriction C2 of a double constriction device. The flow is stopped by the
cell in (b) but not (a). White dashed lines underline the edges of the cell. The green and red bars in (b) indicate the position
along the axis of the transition between constrictions C1 and C2. The scale bar corresponds to 10 µm.
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Figure 4: Measurement with a double construction device. (a) Comparison of experimental (dots) and computed (solid
line) of the maximum fluid velocities Vmax at two positions in the device, before the bifurcation Ji (red data) and in
the analysis circuit (black data) at positions indicated by respectively red and black arrows in Fig1-b. (b) Cell
projection length in C2, L, versus time, t, of a THP-1 cell of diameter 14 µm at an applied pressure ∆Pext = 400 Pa. Stages I,
II, III correspond respectively to the entry of the cell front in C2, the transfer of the cell body from constriction C1 to C2, and
the final entry of the rear of the cell. The slope in stage II yields the velocity of the projection length, VL. (c) Velocity of the
projection length in stage II, VL, against the external applied pressure ∆Pext. (d) Cumulative fraction of cells vs. VL at
∆Pext = 400 Pa of normal THP-1 cells (dots) and fit (black line) with a log-normal distribution in semi-log
representation.

1
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Figure 5: Effect of the size of the cell and of the contact zone on the cell flow. [Enhanced online] (a) RICM Imaging of
the cell-wall interface of different THP-1 cells at the end of constriction C2 moving at a steady-state velocity showing: (i.) a
flat homogeneous contact zone without measurable gutters along the corners, (ii.) a contact zone with gutters of width 1.5 µm
along the corner, (iii.) an inhomogeneous contact zone. The scale bar corresponds to 10 µm. (b) Cell velocity in C2, VC2,
measured 500 µm away from the entrance of C2, normalized by the mean fluid velocity in C2 in the absence of cells, VMF at
the same applied pressure versus the initial diameter of the cell, Di, for different cells and applied pressures. (c) Cell-to-wall
distance in the contact zone, h, estimated from RICM images of cells traveling in C2, versus the cell diameter, Di, for
different cells and applied pressures. (d) Distance h versus cell velocity in C2, VC2, for cells of diameters limited to a range
13-15 µm. Plots (b-d) correspond to pooled data at different ∆Pext in the range 300-2000 Pa.
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Figure 6: Pressure and friction force. (a) Sketch showing the distribution of pressure drop in the analysis circuit with
a single cell in the channel. (b) Sketch of the contact zone around a cell squeezed in a channel. Insert is a zoom on the
cross-section in the plane (xy) of the gutter. The width of the gutter, G, which is also the radius of curvature of the cell
along the corner, can be directly measured in RICM pictures on the interval between the edges of the channel and the
contact zone of the cell. (c) Comparison of the section of a bubble or a liquid droplet (yellow) obstructing a channel of
side 2R with the case of a living cell (grey). Section plane is (yz) in i- and (xy) ii- and iii-. The tip of droplet or bubble
has a spherical cap shape with a radius close to R leading to rounded sections with radii R/2 in corners. From our
observations, corners of cells are much sharper. (d) ∆Pcell * (red circles) and ∆Ppiston * (black circles) correspond to
∆Pcell and ∆Ppiston calculated with Eq.8 and Eq. 5 and normalized by ∆Pac. Data are reported against the diameter of the
cells, Di, and correspond to a range of ∆Pac between 100 and 1000 Pa. (e) Thickness of lubrication film, h v estimated
from ratio of Ffriction and Fpressure as calculated using equations Eq. 3 and Eq. 10. The red dots correspond to data where
∆Ppiston<0 and ∆Pcell >0, which supports further the validity of Eq 8.
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Figure 7: Constant viscous dissipation in the vicinity of the step. Sketch representing the different stages of the cell entry
from constriction C1 to C2, (a) stage I, (b, c) stage II and (d) stage III. During stage II, the viscous dissipation due to cell
deformation is constant and localized in the vicinity of step (red shadow).
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1
Figure 8: Measurement of the cell loss modulus with a double constriction setup. (a) Apparent cell viscosity, ηapparent
measured for different cells versus applied pressure. The grey zone corresponds to the range of pressure where
friction is abnormally high. (b) Velocity of a cell in C2, VC2, versus applied pressure ∆Pext for 3 different cells of
diameter Di = 15.5 µ m (1) and 13.5 µ m (1,2). The solid line is a guide to the eye for the linear behavior at high
pressure. The black arrows indicate the threshold of pressure required for moving the cell. The grey area underlines
the range of pressures where VC2 is abnormally lower than the linear dependence.
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